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Introduction
With so many approaches to proper API design,
development and management, it’s pretty easy
to get lost just in the planning process. Open
API or RAML? Do I go API-first? Which language?
Which tool? Where do I host?
Although there is no right or wrong approach,
using the right tool can improve nearly any area
of the design and development process - from
efficiency, security, ease of use, scalability and
speed- ensuring that your API is clean, welldocumented, and easy-to-use. These tools will
help you develop an API product that meets the
anticipated threshold in terms of functionality,
performance, reliability and security.
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Design
In this phase, you will define how the API will be
structured and verify it with everybody involved in
the workflow. This includes identifying resources
and states, as well as writing the API description
based on the API’s architectural style.

Guides
Google API Design Guide
This document has been used internally to design Google’s
Cloud since 2014. It’s an ever-changing, constantly
improving piece, so keep an eye out for updates. The
guide walks you through definitions, custom design flow,
common design patterns. It is recommended for developers
working with Google Cloud endpoint and covers Google’s
philosophy on socket-based RPC APIs and HTTP-based REST
APIs.

Guides

API Style Book

specification languages

specification editors

API Style Book is a collection of API docs and design guides
published by leading API companies across a variety of
industries from companies such as Cisco, Google, Paypal,
Microsoft. The site is a great learning resource and provides
inspiration for API designers who want to apply lessons and
techniques employed by leading organisations.
Microsoft REST API
A must-read for developers seeking to design a standardcompliant endpoint embedded in the Microsoft ecosystem.
As a member of the Open API Initiative, the software
giant attempted to gather all learnings on API design into
one document. This easy-to-follow guide walks readers
through the fundamentals, JSON, versioning, throttling,
delta queries, taxonomy, CORS and many other topics.
Going further, they have also published an Azure-dedicated
extension called “Microsoft Azure REST API Guidelines”.
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Specification Languages
Open API

RAML

The OpenAPI Specification is a standard format to define
structure and syntax of REST APIs. OpenAPI is supported
by tooling for API visualization, testing, automatic code and
documentation creation.

The goal of RESTful API Modeling Language (RAML) is
to easily manage the whole API lifecycle from design to
publishing. The syntax is concise, lucid, human-friendly
and machine-readable and is supported by popular API
gateways such as Apigee, MuleSoft and AWS API Gateway.
RAML is suitable for describing not only RESTful APIs, but
allows referencing to other files and making better reuse of
code in comparison to OpenAPI. The specification is fairly
easy to convert to OpenAPI, and vice versa. RAML is backed
by a large open source community providing hundreds of
pre-built, customizable tools for all your RESTful API needs.

GraphQL
GraphQL prioritizes giving clients exactly the data they
request and no more. It is designed to make APIs fast,
flexible, and developer-friendly and is very useful when
creating microservices and apps with complex databases
with copious amounts of domain objects and relationships.
While GraphQL is known for its high performance, clientdriven approach, loose coupling between client and server
and strong typing for less errors, users should be aware
of a double-edged sword when creating aggregated
queries as they often reduce performance. Additionally, it is
generally harder to monitor and cache responses than with
REST.
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API Blueprint
The API Blueprint spec is written in Markdown-flavored
syntax. It’s not regular Markdown, but it has a lot of the
same, familiar Markdown syntax. However, the blueprint is
a particular schema that is either valid or not valid based on
the element names, order, spacing and other details. In this
way, it’s not nearly as flexible or forgiving as Markdown,
but it may be preferable to YAML. Blueprint is supported
by a number of Apiary and open-source tooling, and is on
the whole easy to learn and a great fit for designing cleanly
structured APIs with a top-down approach. By declaring
data structures in MSON (Markdown Syntax for Object
Notation) developers can omit code duplication.
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Specification Editors
Swagger

Stoplight

One of the most popular tools for manually creating API
definitions. Swagger is an intuitive, online API editor
supporting definition in JSON and YAML format. It comes
with an elegant visual preview of API operations and a
handy, on-the-go testing option. Swagger includes serverside and client-side stub generators for most of the relevant
technologies (ASP.NET Core, Kotlin, Node JS, Python and
more).

Stoplight is a fully-fledged OpenAPI editor for beginners
and seasoned API creators who prefer the Design-first
approach. Stoplight provides visual modeling tools to create
an OpenAPI document for your API — without requiring
you to know the OpenAPI spec details or code the spec line
by line. A completed Stoplight API specification document
can act as a single source of truth that empowers the whole
API lifecycle, from UX prototyping to testing, development,
documentation, sales, and more.

Postman
Postman is by far the most popular tool in this category.
It is a well-rounded, comprehensive and versatile desktop
tool with a smooth learning curve that covers the API
development process - from creation to testing and
monitoring. Features include mock servers, environmental
setups and a documentation generator. Postman is suitable
for teams of all sizes looking for rerunnable, automatic test
suites and is a great choice if you are building external APIs.
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Insomnia
Insomnia is a powerful REST API Client with cookie
management, environment variables, code generation,
and authentication for Mac, Window, and Linux. It is a free
desktop app and offers some great features including
style validation (with detailed error messages), multiple
authorization options and a visual editor for sending
requests and a client-side code snippet generator for
multiple languages. It is also extendable with installable
plugins. Cloud synchronization is available in paid plans
only.
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Database

build
Time to get your hands dirty. It is completely your choice what
programming language, framework or platform you are going
to use to implement your API. Since building APIs with the right
logic and functionality entirely in tune with the design can be
challenging, developers should choose a language dependent
on several factors: experience, the framework, and how active
both the support and the community are.

cache

AWS
AWS offers 11 purpose-built database services supporting
internet scale, real-time, open source and database
migration, all aided with management tools. Depending
on your use case there is flavour for everyone with a
huge variety of relational, non-relational, in-memory and
graph databases of any size. Applications are leveraged by
integrating them with other services in the AWS ecosystem.
Azure

database

Microsoft’s Azure spans over 8 types of databases (6
relational SQL, 1 non-relational, 1 in-memory) plus a
migration service. Fully managed and cost-effective
serverless databases come with instant, automatic scaling
and flexible pricing with up to 99.999% availability.

email

Google Cloud SQL
testing

security
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queues

Google’s Database-as-a-Service comprises a fully managed
relational database in 3 flavors: MySQL, PostgreSQL and
SQL Server. It is highly scalable, the dashboard is intuitive
and user-friendly and there are tools for migration,
automatic backups and deployment to your API. The Google
Platform is an easy choice for those looking to move their
relational databases to the cloud, especially if they have
already invested in other Google Cloud solutions.
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ScaleGrid
Scalegrid is a high-performance Database-as-a-Service
for automating and optimization of MySQL, PostgreSQL,
Redis and MongoDB deployments hosted on-premise or
in the cloud.. ScaleGrid manages databases in AWS, Azure,
Digital Ocean, and VMware where a Slow Query Analyzer
generates heat maps and points out the most expensive
queries. It is suitable for organisations of all sizes, however
it lacks multi user accounts with separate groups and
access policies.
MongoDB
MongoDB is a sophisticated cloud database service which
frees developers of configuration and management tasks. It
is a full package deal with visual tools for building database
clusters, detailed monitoring, data security, backup and
recovery and cloud migration. MongoDB is supported
across AWS, Azure, and Google and is ideal for teams
already using MongoDB databases and are looking to
migrate to the cloud.

Email
Sendinblue
At scale of complexity Sendinblue scores in the middle - it’s
affordable (especially for large volume senders), offers
eye-catching modern templates and has decent reporting
(with geo-tracking). It is a well-balanced platform for both
advanced and new users. Areas for improvement include
limited integration with other applications, a bare-bones
CRM and mediocre support (as reported by users).
Mailgun
Mailgun is a good fit for high volume senders where
email deliverability is crucial. Mail is sent over SMTP or a
dedicated HTTP API. Mailgun helps developers understand
their users’ demands with extra features such as email
parsing, validation, templates and analytics.
Sendgrid
Sendgrid is a solution from Twilio for transactional and
marketing email over SMTP with an average of 96%
deliverability. Features include automated workflows,
dynamic template editor, analytics, delivery optimization,
testing and audience segmentation tools - all of which
keeps your reputation in good stead with dedicated IPs and
custom domains.
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Mailjet
Mailjet’s beginner-friendly interface sets a low bar for
non-technical users. The Mailjet API is organized around
REST and has predictable, resource-oriented URLs. You can
create templates, send emails, retrieve stats, manage your
contacts and even set up event webhooks. The template
library is not particularly well-stocked or diverse and the
price can be overkill for smaller companies with limited
audiences.
AWS SES
Simple Email Service from AWS is an extremely scalable,
reliable and cost-effective way to tame mass email globally.
You can keep an eye on the impact of your campaigns and
establish a high reputation with analytics, authentication
options, built-in notifications, delivery stats and a bunch
of other add-ons. It is suitable for businesses of all sizes
and your first 62,000 emails are free if integrated with EC2
service.The initial setup may prove a bit complicated and
time-consuming for those new to AWS.
Mailchimp
Mailchimp offers all the bells and whistles as the other
consumer-facing ESPs but extends to signup forms, custom
domains and landing pages. It can be integrated with over
250 third-party software tools to sync data and offers a ton
of articles to guide you in your usage of its API including
code samples you can use to implement your desired
feature set.
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Testing
RESTng
RESTng’s managed dashboard records the test history
and provides reports on APIs health. You can start off
automated tests, create response assertions (mostly
code-free) from either your desktop app or, if you are
old-school, the command line utility. The free community
version is generous and includes CI/CD integration and
you can also run tests and validate responses while offline
for applications hosted locally. RESTng offers Swagger
and OpenAPI imports but as of now, it only works for
HTTP/HTTPS. Overall a cost-efficient tool for beginner and
medium-level penetration testers with a very low learning
curve.
Assertible
A browser-based tool for automated health checks with a
straightforward dashboard providing crystal clear insights
into the state and failures of your API or website. Assertible
offers collaborative, codeless features to create functional
tests, debug and set up synthetic monitoring, while
actionable notifications and alerts are delivered by email,
Slack, PagerDuty or Zapier. A nice touch is the OpenAPI and
Postman Collection import options. Overall, Assertible is a
great tool for developers and testers with an incredibly easy
UI - the dashboard keeps track of uptime and performance
and is so intuitive, it needs little explaining.
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Blazemeter
BlazeMeter’s agile platform is compatible with open source
tools such as Apache JMeter and Selenium. The platform
significantly simplifies continuous testing throughout the
continuous delivery process by providing developers easy
integration with their native development environment,
including unlimited on-demand performance testing
capacity, sophisticated results analysis and distributed
testing across multiple geographic locations. It has
more than 50,000 users, many from leading Fortune 500
companies such as Adobe, Disney, Pfizer, Thomson Reuters
and Walmart.
Dredd
Dredd compares your API’s responses to the descriptions
in its documentation. It’s a free, language-agnostic
command-line tool available on Linux, MacOS, and
Windows, installable via npm or Docker and supports API
Blueprint and OpenAPI formats. Dredd can trigger setup
and teardown functions in 7 languages (Go, JavaScript, Perl,
PHP, Python, Ruby, Rust) and has numerous options that
can be configured for a variety of requests.It can also be
integrated with all major CI tools for repeated testing.
PortSwigger Burp

vulnerabilities. The initial setup can be complex as it needs
to be deployed in between the traffic and the environment
does take a bit of time to get comfortable. That aside, Burp
is competitively priced and includes great features such as
the ‘Repeater and Intruder’ which is popular amongst most
users.
OWASP ZAP
The Open Web Application Security Project is non-profit
organization focused on improving the security of software.
It is a free, cross-platform tool designed for a wide range
of security experiences and as such, is ideal for developers
and functional testers who are new to penetration testing.
OZAP creates a proxy between the client and your website
and captures your actions while you navigate through all
the features of your website before attacking your website
with its arsenal of known techniques.
Postman
It’s hard to believe that Postman was only founded in 2014
and is already an established leader in many areas of API
development. Postman is used not only by automation
testers for API tests but also by developers for developing
and validating APIs. It supports Swagger and RAML formats
and is easy to setup and use.

Burp Suite is an integrated platform for performing
security testing of web applications. Its various tools work
seamlessly together to support the entire testing process,
from initial mapping and analysis of an application’s
attack surface, through to finding and exploiting security
17
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Security
Azure Active Directory
Microsoft Azure Active Directory is a user identity
management software with intelligent access policies that
help you secure your organization’s resources. It centralizes
access governance to pertinent organization data,
applications, and infrastructure while maintaining stringent
security for the enhanced productivity of your workforce
across the board.
Built for the modern environment, Active Directory connects
with cloud-based solutions as well as with mobile and
on-premises settings. As such, you can apply its enterprisegrade security features such as conditional access rights to
your business regardless of your environment preferences.
Cognito (AWS)
Amazon’s Cognito service is designed to provide APIs and
infrastructure for key features in the user management
space such as authentication, authorization and managing
your user repository. Cognito lets you add access control to
your web and mobile apps quickly (including social identity
providers) and easily and scales to millions of users. As a
fully managed service, User Pools are easy to set up without
any concerns around server infrastructure.
Okta
Okta has six components that are truly born and built in
the cloud and will accommodate every type of user. The
19

solution suite offers multi-tenant to contain different
organizations and allows easy access for employees while
allowing control for IT, who can provide Single Sign-On
(SSO) to apps and support Bring Your Own Device (BYOD).
Okta runs on a secure, reliable, audited platform and
integrates with on-premise applications, directories and
identity management systems.
Approov
Approov prevents unauthorised access to your APIs by
scripts or bots (typically 10-15% of the traffic on mobile
APIs). Approov allows you to block the traffic through
the simple integration of an SDK in your mobile app and
registration of your app with the Approov cloud service.
This is implemented without secrets or authentication
decision logic being stored in the mobile app, making it very
secure.
Auth0
Auth0 has been one of the best products on the market
for a long time by making their name in providing backend
user management for applications. Since then they have
added a variety of integrations to help manage the process
of onboarding end users to an application and managing
their user identity. Overall, the scalable Auth0 ecosystem
enables and simplifies the use of any authentication or
application lifecycle solution.
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Queues
Amazon SQS

Kafka

Amazon SQS was the first service to be made publicly
available from AWS almost 14 years ago. It is fully secure
and is easily incorporated into your web app without the
usual headaches around setup, installation, configuration
and build-outs. The typical use case for SQS is acting as a
buffer between discrete components that make up a system
- having them interact with the service and not directly with
one another - thus reducing coupling between the modules
that make up your application. The benefits of architecting
your system in this way means you can gear your system to
react differently based on the number of messages queued
to be processed.

Kafka is a scalable, fault-tolerant, publish-subscribe
messaging system that enables you to build distributed
applications. Kafka can partition topics and easily handle
parallel consumption, filling the gap where traditional onesize-fits-all message brokers fail. If you want to build a set
of resilient data services and applications, Kafka can serve
as your “true source” by collecting and storing all events
for a system.

Azure Service Bus and Azure Queue Storage queues
Service Bus is a fully managed enterprise-level messaging
broker that allows applications to communicate with each
other in a reliable, secure way. Messages are raw data that
can be sent asynchronously to Service Bus which can then be
processed by another application connected to Service Bus.
These messages can be in JSON, XML or just text format.
Components include Namespace (a container for all
messaging components), Queues, and Topics (for sending
and receiving messages from several applications i.e.
publish/subscribe). Azure Queue storage provides cloud
messaging between application components. Queue
storage gives you asynchronous message queueing for
communication between application components, whether
they are running in the cloud, on the desktop, on-premises,
or on mobile devices.
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CloudAMQP
CloudAMQP.com offers fully managed RabbitMQ clusters,
perfectly configured and optimized, and ready in 2 minutes.
It automates every part of the setup, running and scaling
of RabbitMQ clusters for over 50,000 running instances and
their clients include Mozilla, Docker, and Salesforce.
Amazon MSK
If you have low traffic and very few spikes, MSK is a great
choice. It is a fully managed service that enables you to
build and run applications that use Apache Kafka to process
streaming data. The main advantages include managed
services (no engineering team), network security and cost
savings - particularly if you are working in a small team
where you are constrained by staffing and infrastructure
investment.
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Low-code

Logic
The whole point of programming is to solve complex
problems, not introduce more of them, so choose
your weapon carefully. Today’s IT pro has several
options - from the popular (Python) to the divergent
(low code). One thing to consider here is the technical
quality of your task, the knowledge required to
complete the task and your available resources. For
example, Python is a great choice for API builds, but
it is surprisingly complex when it comes to deploying
your app. Conversely if you have no affinity to any of
the languages, a low code tool might be the answer as
they are quicker to understand and use.

low-code

Linx
The most versatile tool for dealing with APIs, allowing
you to create, call REST and SOAP web services, freely
integrating them with nearly any of your existing
technologies using built-in plugins. It is particularly
powerful for internal and external REST web services, and
being low code, is one of the fastest ways to extend an
API that requires integration with other technologies (e.g.
you need to load or push data into a database, conjure up
a rapport, push updates to notification stream, modify or
encrypt data at any point, etc). Alongside REST, Linx offers
several other features from database to cryptography and
cloud, which creates tons of possibilities for integrating
your API with multiple different technologies. Hosting is
included, making API design, development and deployment
a doddle.

serverless

Outsystems

programming languages
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Ever since low-code was introduced to the marketplace,
OutSystems has been one of the most popular low-code
platforms and a recognized industry leader. It comes with a
host of connectors for accessing both software-as-a-service
applications and legacy enterprise software, and developers
can also build their own connectors using RESTful APIs
or SOAP-based Web services - with the idea of making
deploying the application as simple as developing it has
become using RAD tools.
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Mulesoft
The MuleSoft Anypoint Platform is a Salesforce-owned
solution that offers a wide range of integration features,
services, and capabilities including app integration (iPaas),
data integration (ETL) and several API services like an
API Manager, Access Manager, Runtime Manager, API/
Application Visualizer, and Application Network Monitor. It
is a powerful platform that large enterprises can use as an
all-in-one solution for many different integration and APIrelated use cases.
8Base
By default, the 8base platform auto-generates a GraphQL
API that gives you immediate API access to your data.
It brings together the systems your application needs
and makes them available through a single GraphQL
API endpoint. It is a popular choice if you need to build
something quickly but can easily get complicated if you
need something more secure and have to deal with the
permission systems.

SERVERLESS
Aurora Serverless (AWS)
Introduced in 2017, Aurora form AWS is an on-demand, auto-scaling
configuration for Amazon Aurora. It automatically starts up, shuts
down, and scales capacity based on application needs. The latest
update is lauded for its ability to auto-scale in milliseconds based on
application load. Aurora Serverless is only compatible with MySQL and
PostgreSQL. If an application requires Oracle, SQL Server or MariaDB,
you need Amazon RDS.
Google Cloud Functions
This Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS) platform powers serverless, payas-you-go computing, in which the provider manages server setup
and management. It fosters event-driven computing where pre-made
functions kick off in response to user or automated actions. It’s a great
fit for serverless application backends to integrate with third-party
services and APIs. You can also use it for real-time data processing
systems, such as processing files as they are uploaded to Cloud
Storage, or to handle real-time streams of events from Pub/Sub.
Azure Functions
Azure Functions provide the ability to run small units of code
(functions) in an extremely flexible, scalable, and cost-effective
way. The highlight is that you can write the code in easy to use web
interfaces and build and debug them locally on your machine. You can
leverage the same function code on other targets - IoT Edge, Azure
Stack, Cloud Service, etc.
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Programming Languages
The programming language you select is dependent on
several factors: your experience with the language, the
frameworks available for API building, and how active both
the support and the community are. Any programming
language can ultimately be used to write APIs, some can
be better and more efficient to use than others. Although
Python and Javascript are by far the most popular languages
on the web, there are several more to consider.

What is the best framework to
build REST services?

For backend and full stack developers it is faster to use a
framework that uses the language and conventions the
developer is familiar with than learning something new. For
devops and developers familiar with AWS or Azure services it
can be faster building with AWS Lambda or Azure Functions
and running it behind their API management services. More
of the infrastructure concerns are taken care of but there
are limitations on functionality compared to the language
frameworks.
Most other developers e.g. front-end developers, dbas,
web developers, mobile developers, test engineers, data
scientists etc, can easily remove complexity and move faster
with low code frameworks like Outsystems and Linx. Their
visual design framework and lack of boilerplate makes these
tools much quicker to understand and use.
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Language

Framework

Language

Framework

Language

Framework

Language

Framework

Dot Net

ASP.net

Haskell

Scotty

Php

Dream Factory

Ruby

Rails-API

Hot Chocolate

Spack

Laravel

Pliny

Servant

DingoAPI

Roar

Lighthouse

Grape

Language

Framework

Yesod

Elixir

Phoenix

postgRest

Agoo

Absinthe

Language

Framework

Erlang

99 Cowboy

Language

Framework

Language

Framework

Java

Rest.li

Rust

Actix

Eclipse
Spring

Mochi

Mason

GenMicroservice

Language

Framework

Go

Go-Json-Rest

Language

Framework

Javascript

Hapi
Restify

GoCrud

Express

Go-Relax

Sails

Go-Restful

ActionHero

Go-Rest

Baucis

Sleepy

Koa

Fiver

LoopBack

pRest

Feathers
Nest

Language

Framework

Python

Django

Hyper
Rocket
Juniper

Tastypie
Restless
Flask
Falcon

Language

Framework

Connexion

Scala

Colossus

API Star

Fintara

Hug

Play

FastAPI

Skinny Micro

Graphene

Akka
Scalatra
Swagger AkkaHTTP
Sangria

Apollo
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HOst
Choosing the location to host your server is a big
decision. Every project is different, each with specific
needs for performance, scalability, and administrative
features. With traditional API deployment, you would
be responsible for the hosting environment. You will
need to maintain the infrastructure - database objects,
files, storage configurations, and plugins- even if it’s
hosted on AWS or Azure. No matter where you deploy
your API it is a good idea to add both operational and
functional monitoring so you can follow the health of
your service and analyze the API usage.

GATEWAY

monitoring

service
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Gateway
API Umbrella

AWS API Gateway

A free, open source tool for governing APIs, API Umbrella
is a proxy that resides between the web and your API,
introducing caching and rate limiting in the middle. You can
control your services via a simple dashboard or a REST API,
configure routing settings and display basic analytics. You
can also embed a neat API key signup form on your website
and track users accordingly. The tool is fully functional, easy
to use and is suitable for small teams. The requirements for
larger projects would outgrow their services quite quickly.

A top level Gateway tool to create, secure end-to-end and
publish performant RESTful or Websocket APIs that can
grow to any scale. Start with writing or importing your
Swagger or OpenAPI specification, then add API resources
and set your policies. Once complete, the API Gateway takes
care of handling up to hundreds of thousands of concurrent
API calls. You can integrate the service with other AWS
services (e.g. CloudWatch) for monitoring. Amazon’s easy
initial setup, reasonable price and strong technical support
make API Gateway a great option. That said, it doesn’t
provide a complete development environment and can
be challenging to keep up with frequent updates and new
features.

Zuul
The main motivation behind Zuul is the need to rapidly
change an API’s behavior when faced with critical issues.
Developed by Netflix and written in Java, open source
Zuul is a modern edge service for dynamic routing and
monitoring massive amounts of traffic. Inside Netflix, it’s
the second stop for all requests, after being routed by
AWS’s Elastic Load Balancer where it serves as an Edge
Service executing different tasks such as request routing,
analytics, decline bad requests, authorization, and stress
testing. Zuul is battle-tested and has proven effective at
filtering enormous amounts of requests.
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Gravitee
This lightweight tool provides security, publish, monitor
and analysis functionalities. The platform comes with API
Management and Access Management tools, extensible
with internal plugins for defining your own reporting
system, or policy (there are also over 40 pre-built ones), and
more. You can even host your documentation in a portal
for API consumers. Gravitee requires minimal overhead and
its flexibility makes it suitable for medium-sized companies
and enterprises alike.
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Traefik
Traefik is a popular open source tool that is a smart reverse
proxy and load balancer for cloud-based microservices.
It’s easier to use than other alternatives and supports
automatic and dynamic routing and easily integrates with
numerous backends, such as Kubernetes, Docker and AWS.
If flexible, customizable proxies are your thing, Traefik is
a good option as it offers valuable features including a
basic metric dashboard (which can be exported to external
tools, like Data Dog) and a built-in “Let’s encrypt” option
for automatic certificate generation, which will save your
developer a ton of effort.
Fabio
Fabio, part of Consul, is a quick HTTP/HTTPS and TCP
router. It uses weighted routing and supports Websockets,
traffic shaping and dynamic reloading. It also integrates
well with AWS. Fabio requires little or no configuration,
making it a good choice for small applications and
microservices deployed with Consul.
Fusio
An open-source platform to build and manage RESTful APIs
with simplistic designs and basic analytic graphs. Other
features include API monitoring, a payment system for
your API consumers, OAuth2 authorization, generation of
client SDKs, schemas and documentation. Fusio supports
RAML and OpenAPI specifications and is a great choice
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for creating small APIs from scratch or applying it beside
an existing project. The tool is not visually as elegant or
mature as other solutions and testing is limited to response
validation.
Tyk
A free, feature-packed gateway with autoscaling for REST
and GraphQL APIs. Some of the rich functionalities are basic
but it does include social OAuth, JWT, version control and
GraphQL support. You can mock your API before release,
import API Blueprints from Apiary or Swagger and once
implemented, check it’s health with alerts, events, detailed
monitoring and analytics. The free version guarantees
6 edge gateways and 20 users with extra features and
resources available in paid plans ranging from $495 to
$5,950 per month.
HA Proxy
A Layer 4 and Layer 7 load balancer serving websites with
gigantic traffic (e.g. Alibaba, Airbnb, Reddit) by spreading
requests across multiple servers. HA Proxy has been around
for over 20 years and supports the most wanted features
and standards including Gzip, SSL/TLS termination and
rate limiting. HA Proxy was built for heavy traffic TCP and
HTTP-based applications and websites that require superb
availability and is supported via a large, active community.
The documentation can be overwhelming when attempting
to perfectly attune the tool to your exact needs.
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Ambassador

OathKeeper

Ambassador is an open source, complete API gateway built
specifically for Kubernetes. To be exact, it’s an Envoy based
ingress controller.). Available in both open source and
commercial editions, the free plan is packed with tooling,
including traffic management, service mesh, routing and
policies. The paid plan gets you CI/CD pipeline, developer
portal, security and authentication features. Ambassador
is a great fit for securing microservices deployed into
Kubernetes.

A neat proxy that identifies users and grants access to
your APIs. Based on your security rules, the proxy decides
if an HTTP request is going to be let in (authenticated)
or rejected. OathKeeper connects the dots between
multiple authentication protocols and your APIs to provide
consistent access and is a valuable tool to have alongside
your existing gateway, e.g. Ambassador, Envoy, AWS API
Gateway etc.

Vulcand
Focused on microservices and HTTP API management,
Vulcand is a programmatic reverse proxy. Configuration
changes take effect immediately without reloading the
service due to Etcd backend, a key-value data storage.
This tool isn’t production ready, but is extendable with
pluggable middlewares for tinkering with requests/
responses and the minimalistic approach ensures high
availability, and scalability. Vulcand also supports canary
deploys and real time metrics. Note that Vulcand is a
command-line-only tool.
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Kong
Kong is an open source API gateway that is built on top of
NGINX. The free community edition offers traffic control,
analytics, logging, serverless functions while the paid
edition includes advanced traffic features, GraphQL and
Kafka support, customizable developer portal and a vast
ecosystem of plugins (e.g. CORS, LDAP authentication,
Dynamic SSL). Kong can be deployed in a variety of
configurations as an edge API gateway, as an internal API
proxy, or even as a sidecar in a service mesh configuration.
Kong is lightweight, easy to install and is hugely popular in
API circles - a tool worth considering if you need to build
a strong wall against threats in multi-cloud and hybrid
organizations with challenging use cases.
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Monitoring
Runscope
With Runscope, you can import the Swagger 2.0 (JSON
format) API definition standard or any other common
test formats and keep tabs on all the aspects of your
API’s performance. It’s more popular features include
on-premise support, multi region testing and live traffic
alerts. Runscope is a great product to easily create simple
tests, but requires custom Javascript code snippets when
looking to create more expansive, detailed tests.
Ping-API
Ping API is a powerful API inspector. Minimalistic in
appearance, it allows the creation of projects for HTTP API
calls and has a basic built-in functions for parsing, decoding
and encoding URIs with notifications available via email,
Slack or Hipchat. Ping-API is especially useful for web
developers whose sites need to be responsive around the
globe as you can check APIs responses from 5 locations in 3
continents (U.S.A., Japan, Germany and Singapore).
Uptrends
With over 25,000 users, Uptrends is by no means an
API-only monitoring platform; they provide services for
websites, applications, servers and more. A peak into
their API-specific monitoring tool shows that it highlights
performance, function, and uptime. You can set HTTP
requests to perform all CRUD maneuvers, and add distinct
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assertions to test complex behaviors. You can even
customize your alerts to reflect the user’s exact journey.
Another great feature is that you receive a screenshot to
view exactly how the user experiences an error. Uptrends
offers over 209 monitoring locations with clients such as
Microsoft, Volkswagen and Vimeo.
Solarwinds
This robust and comprehensive network monitoring
solution is highly detailed, scalable, customizable and yet
surprisingly easy to use. Founded in 1999 and with over
150,000 registered users, Solarwinds is primarily a network
monitoring solution. It is complete in terms of compatibility
and functionality, is easy to use, and for the power it
packs, is quite affordable. The only potential downside we
can think of is that the product is “bulky”, meaning that
you need a server that will be capable of handling all that
Solarwinds NPM has to offer. Despite NPM’s shortcomings,
its monitoring and troubleshooting tools can’t be faulted.
API Metrics
APImetrics offers acute performance monitoring to supply
fine-grained details into API uptime, functionality, latency
and performance. A popular tool, APImetrics supports both
SOAP and REST APIs, and its full end-to-end coverage lets
you know of issues even before they’re reported by your
users. You can monitor from over 80 different locations
and get real-time alerts to your preferred tool (email, Slack,
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Pager Duty etc). APImetrics is super simple to setup and
can handle any type of API requests, set conditions, define
assertions and give you insights for various areas, including
connectivity issues.
Dotcom-Monitor
Dotcom-Monitor provides a simple monitoring system and
testing of your web-based assets and has the ability to
troubleshoot REST, SOAP, HTTPS, JSON, and XML services
from different parts of the globe. Its easy to use monitoring
system allows you to set up a single monitor in about
60 seconds - easily choosing what you want to monitor,
where you want the test to come from, and what browser
you’d like to simulate.The features and feel of the DotcomMonitor platform feel like they were truly built to serve the
needs of small to medium-sized businesses.
Checkly
Built in Berlin, Checkly is used to monitor the performance
and correctness of your API endpoints and vital site
transactions. From its 16 different locations, you can
validate crucial site transactions such as logins, shopping
carts and onboarding flows — and it obviously alerts you
when something goes awry. The transaction monitoring
tool makes it easy to regularly test interactions with frontend websites without having to actually write any code.
Assertible
Assertible is designed to to help QA testing for web
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services. They provide “powerful and robust HTTP
assertions” that go beyond the typical pass or fail result,
and includes helpful integrations, such as with Github to
initiate testing upon new code pushes, or with Slack for
automatic alerting. A dcode-less tool, Assertible brands
itself as the easiest API monitoring tool in the market and is
a good fit for those QA teams who don’t have the in-house
technical competence to wrestle with JSON, XML and writing
code - even project managers can create tests and review
performance metrics.
Blazemeter
BlazeMeter is a 100% JMeter-compatible, self-service web
load testing cloud. It is a particularly powerful solution for
end-to-end testing and monitoring of applications but at
the same time, not for the faint of heart or those looking
for a simple API monitoring solution that doesn’t demand
much. The biggest plus point of BlazeMeter is integration
with Apache JMeter, arguably the default performance
measurement tool for large web applications.
New Relic
An industry leader which is used by large and small
companies alike, New Relic’s offering is built to provide
a complete, real-time view of your infrastructure. It
provides an intuitive layout of the entire system, which lets
you instantly see how everything is flowing and exactly
where the bottleneck, if any, is. Dashboard’s include
everything you need in a glance: application response
time, performance of internal and external services and
even a preview of time consuming transitions among other
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important metrics. A warning on pricing, as APM depends
on many factors, it can be difficult to predict how much
you’re going to spend. Likewise, many parts of the product
require an upgrade to a premium account, so it can get
expensive.
Rigor
Rigor takes the complexity out of front-end performance
monitoring. The solution monitors performance of web
pages and APIs using over 300 industry best practices
and automatically suggests how to make improvements
in an easy, understandable manner. It can automatically
test functional use cases, and initiate alerts when certain
performance thresholds are reached. Something unique
is Rigor’s emphasis on testing for various network types:
Mobile LTE, DSL, Cable, Mobile Edge, etc. appealing to those
who seek data not only on API performance, but on user
experience for the whole digital ecosystem.
Splunk
Known as “the Google for logfiles”, Splunk is both a Security
Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution, as
well as a log management and analysis platform. A market
leader, it’s SIEM product is highly regarded, particularly
as it offers over a 1000 apps and add-ons for extending
the platform’s capabilities to accommodate various data
sources. Splunk is a great choice for more developed
security teams as the sheer number of customizations and
configuration options in this platform may overwhelm firsttime users (and even experienced professionals
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API Science
API Science monitors uptime levels by using geographically
displaced servers to help locate outages or errors, and
take request parameters like API keys or OAuth tokens
to test securely. It can also monitor third party API
integrations that make up a company’s own stack. Like
many of the list of API monitors, you can enjoy the use
of a stunning interface and easy to access analytics from
the reporting dashboard. Since API Science is REST-based,
you can monitor your REST API with their API giving you
the flexibility and freedom to build your own custom
dashboards, and integrate into custom applications and
consoles.
Datadog
Datadog integrates with over 200 popular tools and
services, which makes it easy to monitor every component
of your tech stack. It is best-known as a popular
infrastructure monitoring tool, but they also offer an
integrated application performance monitoring product. A
quick to set up SaaS solution, Datadog integrates with many
types of popular technologies, ranging from cloud services
like AWS, to databases like PostgreSQL and MongoDB,
making it an excellent network and service monitoring
service for mid sized IT shops.
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Service
Linx

Nodechef

Described above as a building tool, Linx offers extreme
flexibility in both producing - and hosting - APIs, allowing
you to spend time on the unique logic of your solution, not
on tooling and infrastructure. It is a great option to consider
if you want to get something out of the door quickly as the
platform removes the complexities around hosting and
maintenance. Linx provides a dedicated hosting server
(your choice of cloud - database included, or on-premise)
with monitoring, access control and versioning as standard.

NodeChef primarily provides a PaaS for DevOps teams to
deploy websites or applications written in any framework or
language. It specialises in hosting modern web and mobile
applications inside a docker container, including an option
to choose between SQL and NoSQL database. You don’t
have to git your own parse-server and load it and then add
a bunch of new modules to get your app working. You can
get your application live by either deploying from your git
repository, using the NodeChef CLI (one command deploy)
or zipping your project folder and uploading it.

Outsystems
Similar to Linx, the Outsystems platform offers enterprisegrade infrastructure and hosting out-of-the-box. Their
OutSystems Cloud runs on Amazon AWS and beyond the
PaaS, you can install and run your application on AWS or
Azure, as well as on private clouds, hybrid clouds, and on
premises.
Azure
Azure’s App Service is a fully managed platform where
you deploy your code, and the rest will be taken care of by
Azure.Similar to the other two leading GCP and AWS, you
have multiple options, including virtual machines (provision
Linux or Windows server to do your environment setup)
and functions for serverless computing to scale and meet
the demands. You pay for what you use.
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Netlify
Netlify describes itself as an “all-in-one platform for
automating modern web projects”. It offers cloud hosting
services as well as the ability to handle backend operations
with its serverless backend service. Trusted by Facebook,
Citrix, and Verizon, Netlify leverages serverless functions
and continuous deployment to deliver sites faster than
other configurations. In a nutshell, Netlify creates its own
kind of repository that pushes both to a Github repository
and its own microservices. Then, it executes and distributes
content across a wide CDN to deliver pre-built static
websites to visitors.
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AWS

Heroku

The market-leading cloud platform is one of the best
choices to host modern applications. With thousands of
services to meet every requirement, this behemoth of web
services easily offer a solution for nearly every case. Throw
in the usual features - and then some - from unlimited
storage, scalability, and security, alongside being highly
user-friendly, AWS is a cost-effective and secure way to
configure, create, and manage a website without having to
worry about infrastructure.

Heroku, a Salesforce company, started as a platform for
Ruby developers, but has since expanded its language
support to include Python, Java, Scala, Cloture and Node.
js. Heroku focuses relentlessly on apps and the developer
experience around apps, hence is easy to use and provides
fantastic documentation, ensuring you are focused on
implementing your idea, not setting up your infrastructure.
It is well integrated with Git, so a single command can push
your application to the remote Heroku repository.
8Base
8base is a GraphQL powered backend service which
significantly reduces the amount of effort and technical
competency required to build and host applications.
You don’t have to deploy infrastructure, create a cloud
environment or even deploy a database. 8base’s scalable,
serverless architecture supports event-driven logic written
in Javascript and Typescript and can automate both
mundane applications as well as infrastructure level tasks.
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Promote

Documentation
APIMatic

API customers are no different from other customers
in many aspects. They want to be reassured on your
expertise. They’re looking for inspiration on how to use
your products. They want to know that you understand
their challenges. Providing easy-to-navigate, accurate
documentation alongside a well-designed developer
portal is key to attracting application developers,
enabling them to discover, explore, purchase (or profit
from), test, register for access, and use your API.

documentation

portals (including documentation)

APIMatic offers automatic generation of SDKs for APIs.
At the heart of APIMatic is a customizable Code-GenEngine, which simplifies API consumption by automatically
generating high quality SDKs, code samples, dynamic docs,
and test cases - all served in a refreshingly modern look.
You also get an API converter operating in 11 formats.
Plan are priced at $9 to $99 per month depending on the
solutions you require.
Redoc
This free, easy-to-use tool generates attractive, elegant
documentation for OpenAPI/Swagger-generated APIs.
React-ready out of the box (it also supports a wide range of
environments and languages), some of the other features
include a “Try-it-out” button, themes, code samples,
pagination and more. The Redoc interface is easy on
the eye and its straightforward layout produces clean,
customizable documentation for even the most complex of
APIs.
Slate

portals
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Written by an 18-year old intern, Robert Lord, this free
solution is used to create elegant, single-page, three
columned API docs using Markdown and SCSS/Sass. It
does a lot of things well: it’s flexible, it’s attractive, and it’s
very SEO-friendly. And easy. All you need to do is fill in a
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template for API methods, parameters and descriptions and
you are ready to publish. By default, the docs are hosted on
Github Pages. Slate is a good option for those who prefer
to write docs by hand - it even handles multi-language APIs
and right-to-left layout for RTL languages (such as Arabic,
Hebrew etc.).
Readme
Drag and drop your page, build a theme, polish it up with
your own Markdown and fill up with auto-generated code
samples. With Readme, your docs are updated by simply
syncing with a Swagger file containing your API. A free plan
covers 3 API versions while a little investment ( from $99,
$399, $2,000 per project/month) opens up a discussion
forum, customization via HTML and CSS, reporting and
dedicated CSM, respectively. Readme is used by over
500,000 developers including companies such as Yammer,
Getaround and Indiegogo.

REST United
An online platform for creating well-organized, one-page
documentation using simple visual editors. Customizable
with CSS themes of your choice and easy to use, your free
plan will get you up to 5 endpoints per API (Paid plans
ranging from 1$ to $5 per endpoint/month). You can also
autogenerate SDKs in 9 languages including PHP, Python,
Ruby, ActionScript (Flash), C#, Android, Objective-C, Scala
and Java.

Shins
Shins is downloadable as a free, open-source npm package.
Its primary focus is to produce static documentation from
OpenAPI, Swagger, AsyncAPI or Semoasa definitions.
Widdershins acts as a “middleman” and converts an API
description into markdown fed to a renderer, such as
Slate or Shins. Shins is a conversion tool for demanding
API creators as it can be used for building an automatic
pipeline, updating your API documentation.
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Portals (incl Documentation)
Tyk

Apiary

Tyk gives you a bare-bones editor to wrap up all
information about your API on a single portal with access
based on a security policy. Its import accepts a Swagger
JSON file (OpenAPI 2.0 or 3.0) or API Blueprint. By default,
developers interact with your API using Swagger UI’s
sandbox embedded in your portal. You can also switch
to another tool like ReDoc by simply swapping code in
the portal’s HTML, leaving you with the same familiar,
interactive and neat documentation that you’ll find on
Swagger.

Platform to design, prototype, document and test APIs
with as little code as possible. Apiary - an Oracle product
- supports API Blueprint/Open API format, syncs with
GitHub and includes a mock server so that you can quickly
demonstrate, test and validate the usefulness of your
API design in a collaborative team environment. It also
supports Swagger for those who have already invested in
marking up endpoints with Swagger annotations. Apiary
can group a collection of APIs into a single interface making
it a great option for an organization with many services
and APIsPricing depends on resources used, however the
free plan is rather basic and doesn’t include collaboration
features or private APIs.

Swagger
Used by over 100,000 API practitioners across 40,000
companies, Swagger has been the clear leader of the API
description format discussion for several years. It can
be used both by freshmen and seasoned programmers
where you can create organizations and teams to organize,
share and collaborate on Swagger API definitions directly
within it’s SaaS tool. Its interface is fairly simple and it’s
straightforward design facilitates its use and management
at all times. A plus is it’s 2.500 public API definitions in its
public registry. Additionally, it supports the latest version of
the OpenAPI spec (3.x) and integrates with other Swagger
tooling. Other features include customizable layouts, a tryit-out option and high-quality visuals.
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Postman
There isn’t an API developer worth their code that hasn’t
come across Postman. Highly popular, it offers well
organized, structured, and beautiful documentation.
Without spending much time on design, it can generate
from the API collection, which is often used for extensive
testing. It provides a secured URL to access publicly, and
from that, users can Import and run those cases directly
in the Postman tool. Users can also share collections with
others by saving their collections as download links on
getpostman.com or as JSON files.
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Stoplight
Another popular choice (used by over 500 enterprises
including Sendgrid, Spotify, EA, and others), Stoplight’s goal
is to make API users more productive. The system offers
features for the whole pre-generation API lifecycle, allowing
you to create compelling documentation for both internal
developers and third-party developers using your APIs.You
get versatile theming options, powerful search, try-it-out
functionality, code samples in multiple popular languages,
quick start guides and tutorials. A handy feature is its
ability to mix OAS-style documentation and Markdown
pages, giving a one-stop tool to write the entire API
documentation. A standout feature thought was Stoplight’s
“Scenarios” which allows you to test, automate, and debug
web APIs + AWS Lambda, where one can automate the
import process between the Swagger file on Github and
Spotlight, meaning your code and documentation are never
out of sync since the documentation is always regenerated.
Kong
Kong offers several API solutions by being not only
a gateway but also a developer portal, dashboard
for management, and API analytics. Specifically for
documentation, the Kong Brain was introduced in 2019.
It uses OpenAPI spec files to automate the configuration
for deployment. It uses a real-time collector to ingest
documentation and data flows, analyze changes and take
action. Once a team pushes a new or updated service, the
Kong Brain generates new OpenAPI documentation to the
developer portal. It also creates a real-time visual map of
services across teams, regions and platforms.
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Portals
Fusio
A free open-source API management tool, Fusio provides
all the tools that make API building from different sources
simple. It comes with lifecycle management features such
as a back-end dashboard for admin control. It also includes
a unique developer portal where developers can register
to use your API, provides developers OAuth2 authorization
to access non-public APIs and a documentation app that
shows all developers the available API endpoints.
Gravitee
Another open-source solution to consider, Gravitee is
more than just an API gateway. It offer the authorization
gateway and management portal separately, which
lends itself to plug-and-play abilities. Gravitee includes
features such as analytics and API documentation out of
the box. It also comes alongside an open-source access
management solution, which takes care of authentication
and authorization. A nice feature is the ability to create
fine-grained reports to decipher your API’s usage data.
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Wrapping Up
APIs are fundamentally changing how data can be
used, and opening up entirely new business models
and strategies for products. They allow for flexible
integrations and customization of existing products,
enabling developers to enrich and enhance services
in new and creative ways.
Because APIs simplify how developers integrate new
application components into an existing architecture,
they help business and IT teams collaborate. Business
needs often change quickly in response to ever
shifting digital markets, where new competitors can
change a whole industry with a new app. In order to
stay competitive, it’s important to support the rapid
development and deployment of innovative services
- and that means using the right tool for the job. We
hope this guide helped.
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